WARNING: FIREWORKS MUST BE USED RESPONSIBLY

According to Idaho Firewise, firework related incidents annually result in:

- More than 32,000 fires
- More than 3,000 destroyed structures and vehicles
- Around 10,000 emergency room visits

Idaho Firewise provides the following firework safety tips:

- Only designated adults should light fireworks.
- Put used fireworks in a bucket of water and have a garden hose ready to extinguish any sparks.
- Light one firework at a time, move away quickly and keep a safe distance until the display is finished.
- Only use fireworks outdoors and far from anything that can burn.
- Never throw fireworks or hold them in your hand.
- If a device does not light or fire, wait at least 15-minutes, then let an adult approach it carefully.
- Keep matches and lighters out of children's sight and reach.
- Clean up all debris.


FIREWORK REGULATIONS

There are existing federal, state, and local regulations placed on fireworks. Depending on weather conditions, lawmakers may choose to increase regulations on any given year. Before using fireworks, be sure to research current regulations on prohibited areas and fireworks in your region.